LIVETAP® DRILL & FITTINGS

‘LIVE’ SPRINKLER SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS

(Specialist toolset for carrying out Livetap
under pressure drilling)

(The simple solution to retro-fit a Zonecheck
to an existing flow-switch without draining
down)

(Allows the 'live' modification and installation
of additional sprinkler heads)

No Drain T

Kwik Drain

(Allows easy draining of sprinkler systems,
where pipe work could be trapping excess
water)

(Add a system venting point where it is most
beneficial or modify/alter small bore
pipework)

What it Does
The Livetap drill and toolkit is a specialist
toolset that allows you to carryout under
pressure drilling along with a versatile
range of specially developed Livetap
fittings.

What it Does
Zonecheck Live is a sustainable solution
for sprinkler system flow-switch testing,
that can cut costs and save time when
carrying out mandatory tests.
Note, the Zonecheck Live Special
Application is used when there is
restricted access around an existing
flow-switch.

What it Does
No Drain T has been developed to allow
new sprinkler heads to be added to an
existing system without the need to drain
down. Up to nine sprinkler heads can be
added when using a 50mm No Drain T
connection and an unlimited amount can
be installed using our new 80mm No
Drain T (within the code standards and
requirements).

What it Does
Kwik Drain has been designed for
alternate/dry system pipe work when it is
unable to fully drain due to damaged
pipe work or insufficient drain valves
fitted. Can also be used to clear out
sludge from pipework, that could be
hindering a systems performance.

Product Details

Product Details
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What it Does
Add a system vent in a matter of minutes
without draining down. Can also be used
on conjunction with freezing equipment.
With Kwik Vent you can get 100%
reassurance that the freezing was
successful, by means of a pressure gauge
attached the fitting. With your mind at rest
about whether the freezing has worked
you can take advantage of all the benefits
that come with it, for instance no drain
down is required which saves both time
and money.

LT-ZC65
LT-ZC80
LT-ZC100
LT-ZC150

65x25mm
80x25mm
100x25mm
150x25mm

LT-NDT50-25
LT-NDT50-32

50x25mm
50x32mm

LT-ZCSA65
LT-ZCSA80
LT-ZCSA100
LT-ZCSA150

65x25mm
80x25mm
100x25mm
150x25mm

LT-NDT80
LT-NDT100
LT-NDT150
LT-NDT100-80

80x50mm
100x50mm
150x50mm
100x80mm

Livetap® Drill & Toolkit

There are three toolkits tailored to each set
of specific Livetap fittings whether its small
bore pipework arrangements or large
sprinkler mains.
Which Toolkit Do You Need?
Fitting Outlet

Toolkit

15 & 25mm
15, 25 & 50mm
15, 25, 50, & 80mm

Small (LT-TKSS)
Large (LT-TKLS)
XLarge (LT-TKLSEXT)

Zonecheck® Live

LT-LDF-07-12-01

(This product is also availbale as a pre-wired unit.)

Approvals
LPCB, FM, VdS, UL
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Pipe size & Outlet

LT-KD50
LT-KD65
LT-KD80
LT-KD100
LT-KD150
LT-KD200
LT-KD80-50
LT-KD100-50
LT-KD150-50

50x25mm
65x25mm
80x25mm
100x25mm
150x25mm
200x25mm
80x50mm
100x50mm
150x50mm

Approvals
LPCB, FM, VdS, UL

Kwik Vent

Product Details
Product Code

Pipe size & Outlet

LT-KV32
LT-KV40
LT-KV50

32x15mm
40x15mm
50x15mm

Approvals
LPCB, FM, VdS, UL

Approvals
LPCB, FM, VdS, UL
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